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Recent advances in mass spectrometry instrumentation have been 80
striking that when the new types of instruments are used in biochemical
research, they can either singly or in combination with the gas chroma
tography column provide an exceptionally powerful tool for extending our
knowledge. Various sample handling systems are needed; In cases where
the samples are easily decomposed (e.g., steroids or peptides) it Is neces
sary to insert the sample directly into the Ion source so as to develop
the maximum vapor pressure in the vicinity of the ionizing beam ot elec
trons. A modem mass spectrometry laboratory tor biochemical research
should be capable of obtaining the mass spectra of compounds of low
volatility and high molecular weight. A low-resolution combination mass
spectrometer-gas chromatograph should be capable ot detecting 0.1 to
10 nanograms of compound in a gas chromatography column effluent, ot
providing a useful mass spectrum (m/e = 12 - 600) on a tew nanograms
of sample within 2 to 10 seconds, of making accurate isotope ratio meas
urements on compounds with mle ratios up to 300, and ot obtaining useful
spectra on submicrogram quantities of sample when a direct probe is
used. It is essential that the spectrometer have a certain minimum per
formance in order to obtain the desired mass spectrum. In the large
molecules frequently encountered in biochemical research a resolving
power of 600 to 1200 is necessary in order to separate peaks of adjacent
mass numbers using a single-focusing instrument. Finally, it is of major
importance that the instrument be reliable and operable by a biochemist
without special training in electronics.

While in Stockholm, Sweden, in 1963-64, the author worked out an
arrangement with Dr. Ragnar Ryhage, Director of the Mass Spectrometry
Laboratory at the Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden, to build such
an instrument for research use at Oklahoma State University. The Na
tional Science Foundation, Washington, D. C., graciously supplied the
funds tor purchase of this instrument. 1 The mass spectrometer-gas chro
matographS was installed in the biochemistry laboratories in .January, 1966.
Several additions have been made sInce that time to the original equip
ment. Additional accessories remaining to be installed are a mass marker
and double collectors. The latter are for use in determining amounts ot
stable isotopes present in compounds With mle rati08 up to 300.

A partial description of an earUer version of this instrument has
been given by Ryhage (1967).

GENERAL DE8clUPTION AND FuNcrION

The Oklahoma State University mass spectrometer-gas chromatograph
instrument is a single-focusing m&BB spectrometer featuring sample intro
duction by three dltferent tnlet systems. It is especially designed tor
operation with the gas chromatography inlet, but the array of high capac
ity vacuum pumps and valves enables the operator to change quickly trom
one inlet system to another. The three systems available are: a) the
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gu chromatography system, b) a heated glass inlet system and c) a
direct probe. A block diagram showing the aallent features of the mass
apectrometer~guchromatograph is shown in i1gure 1.

The tnstrument consists of two main units; the analyzer unit, which
is shown In Figure 2 (top view), i1gure 3 (drawing of top view), and
Figure " (front view), and a control unit, shown in Figure 5. The ana
lyzer unit houses the gas chromatograph, the other inlet systems and
spectrometer parts while the control unit houses most ot the electronic
subunits and recorders. The main features in each ot these two units are
pointed out In the number titles associated with Figures 2 through 5.
Detailed electronic specifications will not be given except in a tew in
stances; however, some technical specifications are summarized at the
end of this article.

Ion Bource-Ionization is achieved by electron impact. A schematic
drawing of the ion source is shown in Figure 6. The filament consists of
a piece of rhenium ribbon, heated to an electron-emittlng temperature.
The filament is entirely encased in an Insulated shield except for a small
central opening through which the electrons are emitted. This shield
serves to direct the electron beam through the ionization chamber towards
the trap which collects the electrons. Gaseous sample from either the
dual inlet valve (No.6) or from the direct probe enters the ionization
chamber where it intersects the electron beam. The ions formed from the
molecules of the sample are drawn out of the chamber by the electric
field between chamber and extraction plates, and are accelerated by a st111
higher potential difference towards the focusing plates. After the ions
have passed these plates the beam is collimated into its final shape by
adjustment of the appropriate voltages on the deflection plates. This
adjustment Is made so that maximal ion transmission to the first dynode
ot the electron multiplier is obtained. An example of normal operating
voltages would be as follows: Ionization chamber, 3500 volts; trap, 3650
volts; extraction plates, 3490 volts; focusing plates, 2500 volts.

r;=-~-'I
I r--'" ..... ! :

. ! GLC
: Column

Moss Spec". Gle DiagraM
FIgure 1. Block diagram ot the Oklahoma State University m&88 spec

trometer-gas chromatograph.
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The 10DS then pass through a plate (electrode) pierced centrally by a
rectangular hole. About 90% of the positively charged Ions from the
ion source reach the analyzer tube (No. 11) and the remainder, 10%, are
collected by this electrode (attached to No.9). Prior to reaching the
analyzer tube. the ions are passed through a fixed focus and an adjustable
focus control (No.8). The ions that are collected on the total ion current
electrode produce a current that is amplified (No.9) and then recorded in
the nonnal fashion with a strip chart recorder (No. 19). The record
obtained is a graphic representation of the Ion source output and is refer
red to as the total Ionization current.

Analyzer - After traversing the 60 0 magnetic sector (No. 11), in
which groups ot ions are deflected according to their mle ratios, a group
ot Ions of equal mle ratio is focused (Nos. 7 and 8) to Impinge on a col
lector plate of the electron mUltiplier (No. 14) (i.e., the first dynode).
The signal that Is produced is amplified and Its Intensity recorded on the
high-speed recording osc1ll0graph (No. 22). By sweeping a range of mag
net field strengths, It Is possible to scan a wide range of masses and
therefore obtain a recording of the m/e ratios of all fragment ions of a
particular sample, and the abundance of each type.

Figure 2. Top view of analyzer unit. 1. Gas chromatography oven with
a % In. X 10 ft. glass column. 2. Heated glus Inlet. 3. Direct
probe.•. Separator No.1. 5. Separator No.2. 6. Diaphragm
valve. 7. Ion source. 8. Externally adjustable focusing IUts
In source. 9. Pre-ampllfler for total ionization current moni
tor. 10. Magnet. 11. Analyzer tube. 12. ExternallyadjU8table
collector focU8ing slits. 13. Externally adjustable control for
varying the angle at the collector slits. 1•• Electron multipUer.
15. Injection port. 16. Bellum gB8 lIOurce.
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Figure 8. Drawing ot analyzer unit showing vacuum connections. Num
bers are the same as in Figure 1.

The exit slit (No.8), collector slit (No. 12) and collector slit angle
modlfler (No. 18) are ad1ustable by micrometer controls outside the
vacuum system. The width of the sUts determine, in part, the degree
of resolution and intensity. .

Of considerable Importance in design ot this instnunent was the type
of vacuum pump used for the analyzer tube. In this ingtrument an 011
dlffu810n pumP with a capacity rate of 550 liters/second is mounted di
rectly under the source. A picture of this pump is shown in Fl~re 7.
It 18 Important to have a hlS{h pumping caDacity directly to the analyzer
system 80 that one compound can be pum»ed out before another compound
enters when the gas chromatography inlet system is being used.

Jlagtaet - The function ot the maln\et (No. 10) is to effect a ReDara
tton of the Ions accordin~ to their masses. By continuous variation ot
the maRDetlc field the P'ltire spectrum ot ions Is allowed to p.nter the
collector sUt in order. The maJrnet iCJ caDable of DroducinJr field.. up to
10 kG durinit' manual operation and 15 kG durin~ autOTnA.ttc scanning. A
selected pnrtion of the ma88 range may be scanned. Different scan rates
may be selected.

The instrument utilizes a tnmcated-sector tVDe coiled electromagnet
deslgned for a spectrometer tube with a radius of 20 em.

lOtI CoDectiotl atld Record'"g - The function ot the electron multi
plier (No. un, preampUfter (not shown), galvanometer, ampUfler (No. 23)
and recording osclllograph (No. 22) is to amplify and record the electrical
s1gDal produced when ions ot a selected mle impinge upon the collector
(le., flrat dynode of the electron multiplier). Successive dynodes in
crease the number of secondary electrons. The R&in of the multiplier
may be varied by adjusting the volt&l(e from 1700 to 8700 V (No. 25).
Tbla producee varlationa in gain from 10' to 10' times.

Each peak. (group of lona of a particular mle ratio) is recorded slmut
taDeoualy by three galvanometers of different gains and the reading is
made from the tracIDga which are produced on lIght-aensltlve photographic
paper.
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Figure 4. Front view of analyzer unit. 26. Sample holder tor heated
glass inlet system. 27. Vacuum control knob tor heated glass
inlet system. 28. Flow meter for carrier gas. 29. Temperature
gauge (11 positions). 30. Piranl gauge for OLe and heated
glass inlet systems. 31. Linear temperature programmer for
gas chromatography oven. 32. Main power supply unit. sa.
Controls tor direct probe. 34. Electron multiplier focusing unit.
35. Magnet current supply unit. 36. Temperature regulator for
heated glass inlet system and molecule separators. 87. Tem
perature regulator for OLe injection port. 38. Piranl gauges.
39. Penning gauge and automatic safety controls.

Vacuum 8ystems - To attain and maintain the high vacuum neces
sary for the operation of the mass spectrometer, two complete high vac
uum systems are used. The larger system 18 used on the analyzer and
consists ot a mechanical forepump, a booster (mercury diffusion pump
and an oil diffusion pump (Fig. 7) in series. The smaller system is used
on the various inlet systems and consists of a mechanical torepump (see
lett foreground in Figure 7), a booster (mercury diffusion) pump and an
oU diffusion pump in series.

Plranl-type vacuum gauges (Nos. 30 and 38) are used in the lnlet
By8tems and a Penning gauge (No. 39) 18 used In the analyzer.

The analyzer tube and inlet vacuum systems are equipped with mag
netic valves In their forepump-mercury pump llne. These serve to pro
tect the diffWJ10n pumps In case of power, fore vacuum or valve fallure.

Balef1l~ - 8eD81t1ve part.I ot the m&I8 spectrometer (I.e., tna
ment) are protected from poutble damage due to: a) vacuum failure,
b) water fallure aDd c) power !allure.
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Figure lS. Front view of control unit. 17. Ion beam focusing controls.
18. Ion source controls. 19. Pen and ink recorder for monitor
ing total ionization current. 20. Acceleration voltage supply.
21. Gas chromatography peak splitting unit. 22. Oscillographic
recorder. 23. Magnet power control unit. 2.. Galvanometer
amplltler. 2lS. Electron multiplier voltage supply.

Qa,s Chromatography It1lBt Syatem - samples separated by gas- liquid
chromatography (OLe) require SUbsequent analysis in order to deter
mine the atructure of their constituents. In this instrument, the mass
spectrometer Is used as a specific detector and the GLe effluent is fed
directly through a series of helium separators into the ion chamber of
the IDU8 spectrometer. The system used is similar to that described ori
IlDa1ly by Ryhage (19M) and Rybage, Wikstrom and Waller (1965).
'1'JWI type of comblDat1on instrument has been in use in the Mass Spec
trometry Laboratory of the KaroUnska Institutet for several years.
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Figure 6. Schematic of ion source.

One of the main problems in coupling a gas chromatograph to a mass
spectrometer is in obtaining an efficient method of removal of the carrier
gas, or, stated conversely, of enriching the sample. This should be done
so that the carrier is removed effectively without removal of the com
pounds of interest also. A unique system was developed by Ryhage using
the molecule separator principle first employed by Becker in separating
uranium isotopes. A schematic draWing of the molecule separators' used
in this instrument is shown in Figure 8. This type of molecular separa
tor (Nos. 4 and 5) uses a pressure drop in two jet openings. Both jets
must be so dimensioned that the ratio of the mean free path to the dia
meter of the orifice is small. In our instrument the first separator (No.
4) is evacuated by a forepump with a pumping speed of 160 liters/minute
which gives a pressure of 0.1 to 0.2 mm Hg for a flow rate of about 40
ml/min measured in the pumping line. The variation in the pressure of
the first vacuum chamber of the separator (labeled F.V. pump In Figure
3) depends upon the conditions of operation (I.e., the type ot column used).
The second separator (No.5) is connected to an oil-diffusion pump (label
ed H.V. pump in Figure 3) with a pumping speed 150 liters/second (for
alr pressure). The pressure in this separator Is measured about 20 cm
from the jet and is usually less than 10-' mm Hg. The orifice diameters
of the jets currently being used are 0.1 mm and correspond to the di
ameters d" d21 d, and d. in Figure 8. The distances between the jets (L.
and 4) can be varied but they are usually about 1 rom. Since the size
of each of the jets and the distances between the jets may be varied, a
large number of combinations can be obtained. From evidence obtained
by Ryhage (1964), the diameter of the first jet is the most important one
to control. This is necessary so that the correct pressure drop aero..
the first separator system can be obtained. This pressure drop plays an
important role in determining the optimum flow rate of carrier gas in the
chromatography column and of the forepumping speed needed in the
first separator. Experimental results obtained by WJ1ng different di
ameters of the orifices in the jets and distances between jeta have been
reported by Ryhage (1967) . A. pictorial view of .eparators 1 and 2 18
shown in Figure 2 as NOB•• and 6.

'The prinelples of the moleeuJe .~rator are protected b,. patent In th. USA. W..t
G'enaan,.. Franee, Great Britain. Ital,., CaDada, lapan. and 8w.....
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Figure 1. View of oU dlffualon pump.
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Figure 8. Schematic of molecule separators.

To obtain maximum sensitivity. it is important to obtain a high
separating factor since under these conditions one gets as much sample
as possible into the ionization chamber with a correspondingly low hellum
flow rate. The separating factor may be calculated as follows:

% samplejhelium (ml) before entering the separator
% samplejhelium (ml) after emerging from the separator

Ryhage (1967) has tested samples with molecular weights as high as 300
and found that from 50 to 75% of the sample in the gas chromatograph
effluent also passes the separators.

Helium is used as the carrier gas. The hellum passes through a flow
meter (No. 29) and a flow control to the injection port. The injection
port (No. 15) with its surrounding heater is mounted on top of the oven
on a track so that its position can be adjusted to accommodate chromato
graphic columns of varying dimensons. The column is housed in a stain
less steel cylinder 6 inches in diameter and 12 inches in depth. A linear
temperature programmer (No. 31) operates the oven by proportional con
trol. Rates of temperature change for the oven are from 1 to 15 C per
minute. The temperature range is from ambient to 350 C. The oven injec
tion port and separators have independent temperature controls (Nos. 36
and 37). Thennocouples are placed in all units and temperature is read
on the same meter (No. 30).

Heated Glastl Inlet - Liquid or solid samples of pure material are
inserted in a glass tube of 4 rom X 12 mm which is pushed into the
sample holder (No. 26). By turning knob (No. 27) the sample is evac
uated, stepwise, until the line is f1nally opened directly to the source (No.
8) . The sample is heated slowly and spectra are taken at appropriate
intervals. Tb1a inlet has a 1-liter glass reservoir which can serve as
storage for a mass marker such as pertluorokerosene (needed tor mle
ratios above 1000).

Direct Probe Inlet-Recently we have i.nstalled the direct probe (No.
3) on our instrument. Th1I enables one to obtaln a mass spectrum of
submlcrogram quantities of a pure compound ot very low volatlllty. The
probe is constructed so that the sample is placed next to the ionlzation
chamber and is heated at whatever rate fa desirable. As the sample 11
volatilized into the chamber, it fa ionized and the tons accelerated, col
lected and measured u previously described.
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Figure 9. Gas liquid chromatograph tracing of the hydrocarbons obtained
from Nepeta cataria L. steam distillate. A capillary column
was used. The dimensions were 100 ft. X 0.02 in. inside and
the coating used was Apiezon L. The injection port, column,
separators and ion source temperatures were 140, 80, 225 and
290 respectively. The helium flow was 8 cc/min. Slash (/)
marks indicate the places where mass spectra were taken.
Three 1'1 of an ether solution was injected.

Conh'ol Unit-The accelerating voltage power supply (No. 20) pro
vides positive high voltage in three adjustable steps of 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 kV
to the units related to the operation of the ion source. The electron multi
plier voltage power supply (No. 25) proVides negative high voltage to the
electron multiplier collector in 10 adjustable steps, ranging from 1.7 to 3.7
kV. The electron multiplier focusing unit (No. 34) is housed in the
analyzer unit. The ion source control unit (No. 18) contains the controls
tor the operation of the ion source. The ion-focusing unit (No. 17) houses
the controls that focus the ion beam (i.e. extraction, focusing and deflec
tion plates, shown in Figure 6). Control No. 23 is an assembly tor
automatic scanning and manual focus of the mass spectrometer and No.
24 is the galvanometer amplifier. The signal from unit No. 24 is then
IeJlt to the recording oscillograph. The scan speed can be controlled by
a 9-step selector switch and the photographic chart paper speed is con
trolled by 6 pushbuttons. Unit No. 21 is the gas chromatography "Peak
SpUtter" described by Sweeley, et al. (1966) which permits the separation
of unruolved pa chromatography peaks by rapidly varying the accelerat
1Dg voltage between two peaks that have an mle ratio within 10% of each
other.

REsULTS AND DISCUSSION

To teat the effectiveness of the oU diffusion pump on the analyzer, a
tMt run \Udng the hydrocarbon fraction· from Nepeta cataria L. oU was
performed. In Flgure 9 a gas-Uquid chromatograph tracing is shown.
Spectra were taken at places numbered on the tracl.ng. In Figure 10, the
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Figure 10. Drawings of original mass spectrum numbers 1-4: as shown

in Figure 9. Only the highest galvanometer sensitivity (X
100) is shown.

original spectra (as marked in Figure 9) are reproduced. It can be seen
that spectrum No. 1 represents primarily background, spectrum No.2
represents a hydrocarbon with mass 204: (this is an unknown hydrocar
bon), spectrum No.3, which is rather intense, represents another hydro
carbon with mass 204 (identified as caryophyllene), and spectrum No.4
indicates that the background is again low. This tast removal ot a com
pound from the analyzer is very important so that background contribu
tion to the following spectrum (No.5 - not shown) is minimized. An
other measure ot the efficiency ot removal ot the carrier gas In the ma.u
spectrometer is shown in Figure 11. In obtaining the results shown in
Figure 11 a splitter with a flow ratio ot 160 to 1 was used tnstead ot the
molecular separators.

It is desirable to perfonn preliminary gas chromatographic anal)'H8
using a conventional instrument (i.e., equipped with a thermal or hydro
&'en flame ionization detector)l. 'n1i8 prevents using the mass spectrometer
merely as a gas chromatograph detector. Sometimes it may be desirable

'We have modffled two Barber-Colman Model 6000 ... ehromatopapb. eqnlpJ*l
-ttb h)"drocea flame detecton and a Perkin Elmer F-ll e" ebromatoerapb equlppecl
-tth a tbermal Ionisation detector .0 that tbe column. u.ed In tb... In.trument. aDCl
the ....... .pectrometer-p. ebromatolP'&pb are lnterehans_ble. Suitable condltiou few
aeDal'atfQ compoanu of lntereat are worked out on tb..e wtrumeate prior to ua....
the .... .pectrometer-eu ebromatocraph.

'Also flow rates hlaher than 100 ml/mID .... to be ATOIcIed with HPanton of '.1
.. diameter .lace the preaure increase fn tts. lOUrce II b!abet' than aairabJe.
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I'lgure 11. Pressure in the analyzer as a function of the gas flow into
the mau spectrometer for hellum (from Ryhage, 1967).

to use low flow rates; however, such rates are to be avoided it possible'
alnce when the column 18 connected to the molecular separators in the
combination mass spectrometer-gas chromatograph, reduced pressure can
occur at the column outlet. In I'lgure 12 a diagram is shown that com
pares the difference in the hellum gas flow rate when a packed column is
used at the normal air pressure outlet and when it is connected to the
molecular separators. The difference in gas flow depends on the pressure
change from vacuum to air pressure. It may be seen that from a hellum
container pressure of 0 the flow rate is about 12 ml/min. Figure 12 also
MOWS that to have atmospheric pressure at the column outlet, a container
preaure of about 43 psi is needed. In Figure 13 a plot of the helium inlet
pressure 18 shown when the column is connected to the separators. For
normal operation, which is at about 30 ml/mln, the outlet pressure Is
about 7 psi or about 380 mm Hg; however, the hellum pressure must be
about 43 pal to obtain atmospheric pressure at the end of the column
when connected to the separator.

'" Since the pre&lUre in the analyzer system varies with flow rate, it
was dea1rable to know Just how the variation in pressure affected the
reeolutlon of the in8trument. In Figure 14, the molecule ion mass range
of methyl palmltate (M+ = 270) taken at dltterent pressures in the ana
1yRr la Ihown. The resoluUon decreases from about 900 to 600 for an
Increase in the hellum preaaure In the analyser from 5 X 10·T to 7 X 10"
mmHg.

The reaulta in J'lgure 15 show variations in the total ion current peak
areas aDd the peak helghta of maaa spectra for dlfterent pressures in the
analyzer for methyl palmitate (M+ = 210). The maximum peak heights
were obtained for a pl"888Ul'e of about 1 X 10" mm of ag. This might
.. COD8ldered the optimum operatlDg condition for use of the gas-Uquid
chromatoaraPbY lDlet ayBtem..
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Figure 12. Hellum inlet pressure as a function of the hellum flow rate
at the column outlet (from Ryhage, 1967). The OLe column
used was 3 mm X 2 m and packed with 2% BE-SO on sl1an1zed
Gas Chrom P, 30-100 mesh. The separator dimensions in rom
are: d, = 0.1, d, = 0.4, da = 0.25, d. = 0.4, I, = 0.1, and 1, =
0.2 (Fig. 8). Column temperature 200 C.

In using the combination instrument, we always find that a normal
gas chromatograph tracing is not directly reproduced by the total Ion
current tracing obtained with the combination instrument. Figure 18
shows the results of such comparative tracings of the same oil; shorter
retention times occur when the combination inatrument Is used. Thts
may occur because there could be a slight pressure reduction at the
chromatography column exit, but we conm.unUy observe th1a phenomenon
even when inlet pressures are increased (see Fig. 12). It can be seen
from the graphs in Figure 18 that chromatographic resolution by the
combination instrument is sllghUy poorer, but still It 18 quite adequate
for the identittcaUon of unknown compounds.

It may also be worth pointing out that spectra may be taken repeat
edly every few seconds 80 one can get quite a number of spectra dur!ng
the period of time It takes tor most compounds to emerge from the oLe
column. In th1B manner, a mbrture of compounde in one peak can be
detected and 8OmeUD1. ident1fted.
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Figure 13. Hellum preuure at the outlet &8 a function of the hellum in
let pressure of the GLC column when connected to the sepa
rator (from Ryhage. 1967). The same GLC column was used
as in Figure 12.

In Figures 16 and 9 the use of glass-packed and metal capUlary col
umna has been demonstrated. In Figure 17 results of using a coiled glass
capWary column are shown. It can be seen that very good separation of
the 1aomeric 7-earbon hydrocarbolUl is obtained. The glass capUlary col
umn is 8llghUy more delicate to handle than the metal capillary column
but does offer colUl1derable promise for obta1n1ng high resolution and
short retention times with short columns.

The usetulneu ot the gas chromatography inlet of the eomblnation
1Dstrument can be extended by using the technique ot Sweeley, et a1.
(1H8) tor the determtnation ot unresolved compounds in gas chromato
craphlc effluents. When no separation of individual components occurs
c:lurlng gas-liquid chromatography it 18 possible to separate these by
monitoring two dltterent peaks as the effluent emel'l'es trom the chroma
tolT&phy column. The technique employs an accelerating voltage alter
nator (No. 21, Flgure .) such that a continuous recording of two values
of m/e separated by not more than 10% of the mass range can be obtained.
ReIultl from performing such an experiment on our instrument are shown
In J1Iure 18. Deuterated cyclohexanone was mixed with nonlabeled cyclo
haaIlODe and put through the gas chromatography column. No separation
was DOted. The peak emerged over a 2-mlD time period (the retention
time was about U min). By -tunc the high voltage switch1Dg unit 80
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Figure 14. Molecule ion mass range of the mass spectra ot methyl palmi
tate at different helium pressures in the analyzer (trom
Ryhage, 1967). The same GLC column was used as in Fig
ure 12. 0.11£8' was injected on the column.

that ions with mle = 98 and mle = 102 (corresponding to cyclohexanone
and cyclohexanone-<t. respectively) were monitored it was po88lble to
distinguish between these two compounds as they emerged trom the col
umn as a single peak. It can be seen that the ratio of deuterated cyclo
hexanone changes continuously acro88 the gas-liquid chromatography peak
as would be expected when slight separation (I.e. 20 seconds) between the
compounds has occurred. By measuring the relative areas underneath the
peaks, the percent of labeled compound can be estimated.

Figure 19 shows the result of a total Ionization current tracing ot
0.2 pg ot ricinine using the direct probe. Figure 20 shows the mass spec
trum of 0.2 pg of ricinine. The mass spectrum Is clearly discernible on
this small amount ot material and it 18 In full agreement with the pub
Ushed spectra (Waller, et al., 1966).

From the brief description given. and the data presented It can be
ascertained that the Oklahoma State University combination mus spectro
meter-gas chromatograph meets the specittcatlons outlined In the intro
ductory paragraph of this article. During the tlrst year of operation we
have had about 25% down time. This Is expected to improve In sub8e
quent years.
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I"1gure 15. Pressure in the analyzer as a function of OLe peak areas and
the masa spectrum peak height (from Ryhage, 1967).

x-x Peak height in mm of the molecule ions of methyl
palmltate (M:+ = 270)•

• - • Peak area in arbitrary units of the total ion current.
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FIgure 16. Mass spectrometrle--gu Uquid chromatographlc analysis of
8antoUtIG cluJmaecypanau 14 011. A. (top). MU8 1J)eC
trometer-gas chromatograph traclng. The glaa column wu
10 tt. X ~ In. and wu packed With 6% LAC 728 on acid-
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wuhed Chromosorb W. The column temperature was kept at
70, injection port at 150, separators at 250 and ion source at
810 C. The He flow rate was 50 ml/min. One pl. of oil was
injected. Slash (/) marks indicate the places where mass
spectra were taken. B. (bottom). Hydrogen flame gas chro
matograph tracing. Column used and amount of oil injected
were the same as in A above. The column was kept at 70,
injection port at 1M, and detector at 225 C; the He flow rate
was 50 ml/mln., the He pressure was 12 psi and the air pres
sure appUed was 30 psi. The attenuation on the Barber-Col
man Gas Chromatograph was 300. The peaks labeled c, I,
S and 5 were identified as due to a-pinene, p-pinene, myrcene
and artemisia ketone, respectively.
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Figure 17. GLC tracing of hydrocarbons on a coUed glass capUlary col
umn. The column used was packed with squalane on Gas
Chrom R. The column dimensions were 20 n X 0.2 rom. It
was prepared by drawing out %. -inch Pyrex tubing packed
with Gaa-Chrom R (one ft of %. -inch tubing gives about 50
ft of capillary tubing). The injection port, column, separa
tors and Ion source temperatures were 50, 25, 200 and 310 C
respectively. The He flow rate was 2 ml/min. 0.5 ~ of Uquld
was Injected. Sla8b (/) marks indicate the places where
DIU8 spectra were taken.
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Figure 18. Continuous recording for mle = 98 (cyclohexanone) and mle= 102 (cyclohexanone-d.) during elution from the GLe col
umn. Percent relative ion intensity is shown on the abscissa
and time in minutes is shown on the ordinate. A 10-ft. X
%-inch coiled glass column packed wIth 25% Apiezon L on
Gas Chrom Q was used. The injection POrt. column, separa
tor and ion source temperatures were 1M, 145, 225 and 810 C
respectively. One pI of sample was injected.
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Figure 19. Pen and ink trac1ng of total Ion current produced by 0.2 ". of
ricinine using the direct probe.
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Ftgure 20. Tracing ot mass spectrum ot 0.2 pg ot ricinine using the
direct probe.

The use of mass spectrometry in solVing biochemical problems (other
than the determination of stable isotopes in gases) is a recent develop
ment and only a tew problems have been attacked in this manner. As
more biochemists become familiar with its capabilities and limitations, it
18 anticipated that this technique will be increasingly in demand. Already
notable progress has been made in identifying and elucidating the struc
ture ot compounds of bIologIcal importance such as steroids, alkaloids.
hormones, amino acids, peptides, fatty acids, and vitamins.

SUMMARY

The technical specifications of the Oklahoma State University mass
spectrometer-gas chromatograph are summarized below:

Mus Range Automatic scanning (continuously variable):

m/e 2-1250 at 3.5 kV accelerating voltage
m/e 2-1450 at 3.0 kV" "
mle 2-1700 at 2.5 kV accelerating voltage

Manual adjustment (continuously variable) :

m/e 2- 600 at 3.5 kV accelerating voltage
m/e 2- 700 at 3.0 kV" "
m/e 2- 850 at 2.5 kV

M/~M = 1000 (10% Valley dettnltion).

M/~M = 2000

The required sample amount is less than 0.01 pg
(caplllary column) and 0.1 pg (packed column).

Magnetic scan, the range ot which can be pre
set to any suitable value by means ot limit con-
trols. Scanning speeds 1-960 seconds In 9 steps
tor tulJ scan.

Examples: K/6M = 1000

m/e 12-100 in 2.5 sec.
m/e 12-400 in f.2 sec.
m/e 2~ in f.2 see.
m/e f8.1ooo In 8.8 sec.

M/6M = 400
m/e 12-100 In 1.0 sec.

m/e 12-400 in 1.1 sec.
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Accelerating Voltage

Magnetic Field

Electron Energy

Ion Source Exit SUt

Collector SUt

Electron MultipUer

Recording

Inlet Systems

Gas Chromatograph

Molecule
Separator'

Vacuum System

m/e 24-800 in 1.7 see.
m/e 48-1000 in 1.5 sec.

3-step selector for 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 kV.
Stability better than 0.01% per 10 mJn.

0-15 kUogauss, continuously variable.
Stability better than 0.01% per min.

10-100 eVe Automatic switching to pre-selected
value dUring scan, e.g. from 20 to 70 eVe

0-0.• mm. Continuously adjustable from outside
the vacuum system.

0-0.8 mm and rotatable ± 5°. ContinUOusly ad
justable from outside the vacuum system.
1. dynodes, variable gain 10' - 10'. The multi
plier is fed by a high-voltage D.C. power supply
(stabll1ty better than 0.01% per 10 min.), 1.7 
3.7 kV in 10 steps.

A collector electrode, located just after the exit
sUt of the ion source, is connected through an
electrometer amplifier to a strip-chart recorder.
With GLe effluents typical chromatograms are
produced by continuous recording of total Ion
current in the spectrometer. With other inlet
systems the recorder serves to indicate optimal
ion intensity for mass spectral analysis.

Gas chromatograph, heated all-glass system and
direct probe.

The cylindrical oven with a circulating air bath
accepts colled columns of variable length but
maximum dimensions ot 1.0 mm (5JAa") con
diameter and 100 mm (.") height. Column
temperatures are regulated by proportional con
trol (25-350 C) for isothermal operations, and'
can be programmed linearly at rates up to
15°/mtn.

2-step jet separator of the Becker-Ryhage type,
column temperature regulated by proportional
control. Most (50% to 75%) of the sample in
jected into the column passes through the sepa
rators and reaches the Ion source of the m&8I
spectrometer but only 0.5% to 1% of the carrier
gas does so. The total enrichment factor II be
tween 50 and 150.

Two separate pumping assemblies are provided:
one for the analyzer tube and one tor the lDlet
systems, with two separate high-capaclty pumps.

Analyzer tube: J'orepump 2.5 m'/h
on ditt. pump 550 liMe.
:Mercury boo8ter

pump 12 liMe.
Cold trap tor Uquld N. or 00,.
tntlmate vacuwn 10" DUD Ba'
(clo8ed dual valve).
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Bake-Out

Mains Connection

Power Consumptlon

C0011ng Water
Consumptlon

Inlet System: Forepump 9.5 m'/h
OU diff. pump 150 lIsee.
Mercury booster

pump 2 lIsec.

Gauges Pirant and Penning vacuum
gauges.

Analyzer tube and other high vacuum parts can
be outgassed at 300-400 C by indirect heating.

220/380 V (220 V to ground. 380 V between
phases) 8-phase A.C.

Approx. 8 kVA, unsymmetrical load max. 15
A/phase (at 220/380 V).

Approx. S lImin., temperature max. 25 C.
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